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The second half of the nineteenth century saw something of a
revolution in the performing arts. In Bristol the opening of the
Colston Hall in 1867 at last provided a central venue adequate for
major music festivals; the Theatre Royal lost its monopoly of the
drama with the building of the Prince's Theatre in Park Row and
became almost exclusively a melodrama house.
The change in the music halls was even more remarkable: the
efflorescence of singing saloons and popular concert rooms of the
fifties and sixties was reduced by the end of the century to one hall,
the Tivoli ( originally the Alhambra) in Broadmead, the career of
which has already been outlined in earlier pamphlets. 1 But in
their place Bristolians had two purpose-built, lavishly-equipped
music halls, the People's Palace in Baldwin Street (1892) and the
Empire, Old M·arket Street (1893). Intended to attract wider,
'family' audiences (drinking and smoking in the auditorium
were strictly forbidden), architecturally far more elaborate, and
structurally safer, and able to seat over 2000, their attractiveness
understandably caused concern to theatre managers. Legally, only
duly-licensed theatres could present drama; music halls held
licences for 'singing and dancing' only, and even sketches, strictly
speaking, were illegal. It will be remembered that the opening
programme at the Empire had to be modified because of this. 2
The resources and consequent popularity of the two big halls
had already by 1900 driven successive managements of the Tivoli
into dire straits, despite their endeavours to capitalise on the fact
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Early Music Hall in Bristol (pamphlet no. 44) and Entertainment in the Nineties
(pamphlet no. 33).
Entertainment in the Nineties, p 13. Having made their point, however. it
seems that the theatre managers thereafter acquiesced in what was widely
admitted to be a long-standing anomaly.
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that theirs was the only music hall with a drinking licence. In
October 1900 George Barnard, member of a family which had
been in the entertainment business for fifty years, took command,
and endeavoured to increase takings by running shows twice
nightly.
Barnard ran the Tivoli quite successfully for a year, engaging a
number of popular pantomime comics such as Karr and Kooney,
and George Rapley, and experimenting with strangely-named
versions of the new moving pictures, such as the Edisonograph,
the Orthograph and Edison's Concertophone. Sketches played an
increasingly popular part, and after the end of 1901 the Butler
Stanhope Combination, as they were known, virtually took over
the programme, giving extracts from such well-worn dramas as
Oliver Twist, Lady Audley's Secret and The Shaughraun.
It is possible that eventually some legal pressure may have been
applied, since the Tivoli had no dramatic licence. Certainly after
the Butler-Stanhope Company departed at the end of April 1902,
there was one week of variety - and then silence. A month later a
minor fire was reported 'in a store room at the back of the Tivoli,
sub-let to a firm of decorators'3 which strongly suggests that it had
closed as a music hall, a suggestion supported by the fact that the
name of the Tivoli disappears from local Directories after 1902.
In April 1916 it was turned into the Broadmead Picture Palace,
'the scheme of decoration being mainly red and a delicate cream
shade.'4 However, as the Managing Director of the company
owning the new cinema is given as Hamilton Baines, who was
undoubtedly one of the most slippery rogues and con-men in the
business, 5 it is not surprising to find it listed for only one year.
Thenceforward it was used for business purposes until in 1952 it
was demolished as part of the redevelopment of Broadmead, and
the site is now occupied by part of Mar�s & Spencer's.6
The Empire, despite its size and resources, was in little better
shape at the beginning of the twentieth century. Intended to serve
the largely working-class suburbs of east and northeast Bristol
(most of whose tram routes terminated almost outside the hall), it
had already gone through five managements, and the stability
3 Bristol Times & Mirror, 28.5.1902.
4 Western Daily Press, 4.4.1916.
5 See K.M.D. Barker: The Theatre Royal Bristol 1766-1966, Society for Theatre
Research, 1974, 191 & 193.
6 See Bristol Evening World, 1 & 5.5.1952.
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which George Abel's takeover in August 1900 seemed initially
likely to provide soon collapsed. He had had to borrow £1,200 to
renovate the theatre, and he claimed that stars like Marie Lloyd
and Marie Loftus cost him £100 to £150 a week. By the end of
January 1901 he was bankrupt,7 and the Empire, closed until at
Easter it was taken on a five-year lease into the much larger
Barrasford chain.
Barrasford was a strong proponent of twice nightly perform
ances (at 7 and 9 pm), both for economic reasons - shorter bills,
double audiences - and for the flexibility they provided for
patrons, some of whom would be working till at least 8 pm, while·
others, especially perhaps those bringing children, welcomed the
opportunity to be home at a reasonable hour. Unlike Carpenter,
whose lesseeship Had foundered on his attempt to introduce two
shows a night, Barrasford succeeded in having the arrangement
accepted without apparent difficulty.
The People's Palace continued its settled career under the
Livermore Brothers and their resident manager, Charles Gas
coigne. It drew, perhaps, a 'better class' audience - Horace
Livermore proudly told the magistrates in 1911 that 'we have been
patronised by everyone, both in Bristol and Clifton'; certainly I
have found no reports of unruly audiences such as speckle the
history of the Empire. Livermore would often go out of his way to
appeal to a wider public. When the great illusionist Chung Ling
Soo visited in July 1905, his 'Gorgeous Robes and Embroideries'
were put on display from 2 to 4 pm on the Tuesday and
Wednesday.8
The popular fame of the Palace is nicely illustrated by a story in
the Era of 22 June 1901: Dr Browne, Bishop of Bristol, wired his
wife from London, addressing the telegram 'Browne, The Palace,
Bristol.' It was duly delivered to the Baldwin Street house, where
a puzzled stage door keeper could only send it back with the
message that 'there was no Browne who had a turn at the Palace·
that evening.' This confusion continued for many years; as late as
the twenties the Palace manager's cheque was once delivered to
the Bishop, then Dr Nickson.9
The range of attractions was remarkable: a typical bill was
headed by Wilkie Bard, caster comedian and panto dame,. sup7 Bristol Times & Mirror, 8.3.1901.
8 Advert., Bristol Times & Mirror, 31.7.1905.
9 Bristol Evening World, 23.12.1952.
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ported by a 'Sisters' act; a family of acrobats; a soprano; a versatile
instrumentalist; a mimic; a bird imitator; the Temple Combination
in a farcical sketch; an 'eccentric comedian' (marked usually by
bizarrerie of dress and patter); and a serio-comic - a singer,
usually female, who could offer both sentimental and light-hearted
numbers. Other popular turns included animal acts, although
these could cause difficulties. During an engagement of Miss Ella's
Lions, which were caged on stage overnight, a small fire broke out
in the Dress Circle. The trainer went to release them, whereon one
of the firemen is said to have warned him: 'You let the - - lions
out, and you can put the - - fire out, too!' 10
Films formed a regular turn at both houses, though here the
Palace scored by reason of the enterprising Charles Gascoigne,
whose local news clips were always a draw until he resigned in 1903
to manage a pub.11 And besides the famous names of music hall,
such as Charles Coborn, Marie Lloyd, Florrie Forde and Eugene
Stratton, there were miniature circuses; the farcical sketches of
Fred Karno and the melodramatic ones of John Lawson; there
were extracts from Shakespeare and from Dickens, even from
Sheridan Knowles' Virginius, in which William Charles Macready
had made his name back in 1820. One Palace bill in January 1907
supplied not only a three-scene redaction of' The Merchant of
Venice (in which the audience 'applaud uproariously when Portia
turns the table on the usurer'), but a comedy troupe giving 'an
up-to-date version of Romeo and Juliet; 'such as Shakespeare
might have written had he been influenced by the writers of coon
songs.' 12
One of the most popular, if less conventional, engagements at
the Palace was that of 'Dr' Walford Bodie, who packed the hall for
three weeks in June 1903 and for another three in June the
following year. Claiming a host of medical cures by hypnotism and
electrical treatments, he set Bristol by the ears. He himself
claimed no supernatural gift: 'All I have,' he declared to the
Western Daily Press, 'is a greater knowledge of this mysterious
power, or force (call it what 'you will), which, as yet, is not taught
in schools, and is not known to many.' 13 Charlatan or no (and the
'doctorate' was of extremely dubious transatlantic provenance),
10 ibid.
ll Western Daily Press, 27.10.1903.
12 Bristol Daily Mercury, 22.1.1907.
13 Western Daily Press, 16.6.1903.

The Tivoli, Broadmead. A view of the Suspension Bridge was
permanently painted on the back wall. Reproduced in Bristol
Evening World, 5.2.1852

The People's Palace, Baldwin Street, some time after May 1912.
Photograph: M.J. Tozer, Collection
4
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the notices describe a number of apparent cures of paralysis in
front of audiences.
The Empire leaned rather heavily on the more sensational acts:
startling acrobatics, wrestling and boxing in particular. National
champions gave exhibitions as star turns on the bill; a lawsuit in
which boxer Tommy Burns sued the Empire (owned since April
1906 by B. Pearce Lucas) revealed that Burns rated 55% of the
total takings as his share. 14
The audience was often lively; the sketch of The Girl I Love was
interrupted by a lady who threw things at the villain, 15 and
second-house drunks could be a hazard to the stewards. In March
1903 the Western Daily Press reporter complained that noise in the
gallery drowned 'much that was said and sung' for the rest of the
audience. 16 Political opinions were strong, too; during Harry
Allister's impersonations, the audience's hatred of the Russian
Imperial house gave them 'a biased mind, and a really good
impersonation of the Czar should have been better received.' 17
Turns with cultural pretensions were not always appreciated:
Bristol Times & Mirror notice of 11 July 1905, praising the 'athletic
statue' poses of the Three Seldoms, deplored the fact that the act
did not appeal generally: 'One cannot help regretting that, whilst
the majority are boisterous in their applause of an Irish knocka
bout, it is only the minority who appreciated such an artistic turn
as that of the Seldoms.' A different mishap overcame the Countess
Romanow, billed as 'Cousin of the Czar of Russia, Eldest
Daughter of the late Grand Duke Sergius' (recently assassinated).
She offered a series of artistic poses, between which 'the Bioscope
portrays in six chapters a charming episode in the Life of the
Countess, showing the circumstances which caused her to go on
the stage.' Alas! 'It was discovered that after the last performance
in London, the films had not been unwound, which means, of
course, that had they been used the pictures would have been
upside down and the last first.' 18
Changes came to the Palace, which went over to the twice
nightly performances in 1906. The failing health of Lechmere
Livermore, who died in October that year, led to a reorganisation
14
15
16
17
18

Western Daily Press, 2.3.1908.

of the People's Palace chain, first into County Theatres & Hotels
Ltd., and then, at the beginning of 1908, the United Counties
Theatres Ltd. Horace Livermore, Lechmere's brother, remained
as Resident Manager of the Bristol house, and it was not long
before the evening music hall bills were being supplemented by the
'Palace Hour' of films from 3-4 pm daily:
THE WORLD'S BEST ANIMATED PICTURES. A refined
Entertainment specially suitable to Ladies and Children.
REDUCED PRICES! 19
The evening programmes continued much as before; Walford
Bodie returned in November 1908 and was paid a record £200 for a
week's engagement. 2° Charles Chaplin junior, whose father had
played all the Bristol halls at various times, was with the Karno
troupe in The Football Match in April 1909; Karno actually
premiered a new sketch, Justice Perkins, at the Palace in July 1910.
Perhaps more surprising was the successful engagement, at the end
of September 1909, of the prima donna Madame Emma Albani.
Her programme, alternating arias with popular ballads, brought
record bookings, 'the best result since the Palace was built.'21
Besides the week-day entertainments, Livermore actually let the
Palace on Sunday 18 April 1910 to Mrs Pankhurst for an address
on Women's Suffrage.
Tom Barrasford had done a good deal for the Empire during his
five years' lease; his Resident Managers not only maintained an
enticing number of star engagements, but had reseated the audi
torium and improved heating and ventilation - if sometimes by
somewhat primitive means. A heatwave in July 1905 was
countered by the placing of a large block of ice in the centre of the
stalls, and the issue of fan programmes, 'so appropriate and useful
in this weather. ,22
B. Pearce Lucas, Barrasford's successor, completely rede
corated and reseated the theatre in shades of gold and green, the
auditorium being 'upholstered in (sic) the most ornate description'
by Maples. But perhaps his most important action, in April 1906,
was to engage as his General Manager Harry Day, who had started
19 Western Daily Press (advert.), 9.11.1908.
20 ibid.
21 Bristol Evening News, 21 & 28.9. and 5.10.1909.
22 Bristol Times & Mirror, 25 & 31.7.1905.

ibid, 22.9.1908.
ibid, 3.3.1903.

Bristol Daily Mercury, 2.8.1904.
Bristol Daily Mercury, 7.1.1907.
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there as a bill-boy at 25s. (£1.25) a week,23 and whose name from
then on was to be that primarily associated with the Empire. The
engagement of Sid Macaire as Resident Manager two months later
initiated a partnership which saw the hall through the next 25
years.
That Lucas - or Day - was far from complacent about the
Empire's financial position, however, is strongly suggested, not
only by some of the expedients used to replace professional turns,
such as limerick and beauty competitions, or gramophone record
demonstrations, but by attempts to enlarge the scope of the
entertainments by acquiring drama licences. The excuse given was
usually the desire to legitimise the sketches which were so popular
a part of the bill (it was not till 1912 that the Lord Chamberlain
gave way officially), and to offer a variety of attractions to the
clients. The magistrates were more inclined to sympathise with the
objections of theatre managers who feared the effect of direct
opposition.
The increasing popularity of film shows at the Colston Hall and
Victoria Rooms, and the impact of such crazes as skating, consti
tuted substantial threats. Some, at least, of the early picture
houses would also have included music hall acts between the short
films which were all that current technical progress could provide.
Mr A.J. Marriott, working on the early career of Stan Laurel (ne
Jefferson), has shown me evidence to suggest that this world
famous comic appeared at the Gem Cinema in Broad Weir,
probably around 1909. And in addition to these competitors, it
was not long before there was direct rivalry on two fronts.
Over the river, in Bedminster, the impresario Walter de Frece
saw the possibility of opening a music hall which would serve
South Bristol as the Empire was intended to serve the eastern
suburbs. Over £30,000 had been sunk in the proposed Bedminster
Hippodrome at 58 East Street when the whole live entertainment
scene was upset by Oswald Stoll's application at the beginning of
May 1911 to erect a music hall in St Augustine's Parade, with the
lavish technical features and availability of top artists for which his
circuit was already pre-eminent. Further, Stoll made it clear at the
outset that he would operate the 'barred-out' clause in performers'
contracts by which 'artists who appeared for him in Bristol would
not be allowed to appear at opposition halls.'

23 Obituary in Western Daily Press and Times, 18.9.1937.
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Evidence given by the managers of other houses when opposing
Stoll's application for the required licences revealed their preca
rious financial stability - even allowing for a natural tendency to
exaggerate the evils which might befall. Livermore, whose hall was
just the other side of the River Frome, admitted that the Palace
had 'even under existing conditions, hard work to keep itself
above water.' Even more bluntly, it was claimed: 'Mr Stoll's house
would mean stark ruin as far as the Empire was concerned.' None
of the current managers believed - or at any rate would admit that Stoll could attract a new audience to his Bristol Hippo
drome.24
But Stoll had his way, and employed that most prolific of theatre
architects, Frank Matcham, as designer; the Hippodrome was in
fact one of the last of the 150 theatres, circuses and music halls
designed or remodelled by Matcham between 1879 and 1912. It
opened with a lavish water spectacle (a technological speciality
which no other Bristol house could match) on 16 December 1912.
The story of the Bristol Hippodrome has been so well told in
Christopher Robinson's History of the Bristol Hippodrome 19121982, and in the souvenir programme of 1987 (both published by
Proscenium), that it need not be repeated here except insofar as it
impinged on the fate of its competitors. In the euphoria of the 75th
anniversary, it was conveniently forgotten that, as had been
gloomily anticipated from the first, Stoll's Hippodrome was the
immediate cause of the loss of two out of the other three music
halls.
The first casualty, perhaps because it was so close geogra
phically, was the People's Palace (or rather the Palace Theatre, as
it had been known since July 1906). Though C. Finch-Hatton, the
current resident manager, bravely advertised his determination to
keep it as a place of live entertainment,25 the Palace closed on 12
June 1911, to reopen at the end of July with Horace Livermore
back in charge of a programme in which his blacked-up Court
Minstrels in their George II costumes* alternated with films. For
three months, at the beginning of 1912, he experimented with

24 Western Daily Press, 2.5.1911.
25 ibid (advert.), 8.5.1911.
* An incongruity which pales before the description of Con Conrad's Novelty
Minstrels at the Hippodrome in September 1916; Mr Interlocutor and the
Corner Men were retained, but the troupe wore kilts and what was
described as 'a Hebrew make-up'.
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'speaking moving pictures' in which a team of actors spoke
dialogue synchronised (it was hoped) with the film; and for most of
that year cinema features alternated with variety turns, mainly
musical. But from November 1912 the building was retitled
'Livermore's Picture Palace'; and a Picture Palace it remained.
Horace Livermore was by now something of a Bristol institu
tion, never seen without a cigar in his mouth. Reckoned a good
man to work for, he won great local affection. Mr W. Salway, who
was a projectionist at the Palace before joining the Army in 1917,
recalled in a letter to me that once a week, either on Friday or
Saturday, instead of travelling home by car or taxi, Livermore
would catch a tram to Hotwells and walk up the hill to Windsor
Terrace, where he lived. 'On the corner of Dowry Square and
Hope Chapel Hill women and children used to assemble and wait
for him; then he used to give them all a Free Pass for any day.' 26
In April 1919 Livermore entered local politics as Independent
(later Citizen) Councillor for St Augustine's Ward, and a year
later he sold the Palace to the Biocolor Circuit for £45,000.27 They
in turn sold it in June 1927 to the Gaumont Corporation, who after
refurbishing the cinema reopened it in February 1928 as the New
Palace. It was probably Gaumont who shortened the old Circle,
which used to go all round the auditorium, and removed the
old-fashioned wooden forms which had served as Gallery seats. 28
Eventually Gaumont British was absorbed into the Rank
Organisation, who in 1974 applied to demolish the cinema in
favour of an office block. This application was firmly turned down
by the Bristol City Planning Department, and eventually, with
more internal alterations, it has become a club, its fa<_;ade now
being listed Grade II.
It is probable that, had Stoll announced his plans earlier, De
Frece would never have gone through with the building of the
Bedminster Hippodrome. As it was, he was too deeply committed
to withdraw, so his immediate response was, like that of the
Empire management, to apply for a dramatic licence. This,
predictably, was rejected, and the red brick and white Carrera
marble building (suggesting the architecture of the Thirties rather
than that of 1911) opened on 7 August, 1911.29

26
27
28
29

Letter to the author, May 1974.
Western Daily Press, 13.4. & 22.6.1920.
Letter from Mr Salway.
It is described in Western Daily Press, 29.7.1911.
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Horace Livermore in costume as a
member of Livermore 's Court
Minstrels. Sketch by F.G. Lewis
Bristol Times and Mirror, 12.5.1923

--- ..--

Charles Gascoigne, resident
manager at the Palace from its
opening in 1892 to 1903. The
Magpie, 11.2.1893
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De Frece, like Stoll, was a major impresario, and was able to
attract good names, among them Nellie Wallace, Bransby Wil
liams, Harry Champion and Vesta Tilley (De Frece's wife).
Seymour Hicks appeared in a Dickens scena, Scrooge; his wife,
Ellaline Terriss, in a sketch called The Model and the Man;
Beecham's English Grand Opera Company gave extracts from ll
Trovatore and Tannhauser; there was even a 'flying matinee' (a
single afternoon engagement) by Adeline Genee's Ballet Com
pany. This however proved rather a disappointment, as the
programme was altered without warning to three short and
unrepresentative extracts from the repertoire.
The quality of the artists engaged fell off rapidly once the St
Augustine's Parade Hippodrome was opened, with the inevitable
effect on audience numbers. Twice more the management applied
for a dramatic licence, claiming a local demand for drama as an
occasional change from music hall, and twice more it was opposed
by the theatre managers and turned down by the magistrates. De
Frece leased the building to one Joe Collins, whose tenancy
expired in March 1914, but on receiving the Licensing Magistrates'
second rejection, Collins shut the house in mid-January 1914, no
doubt because of the heavy losses he had incurred. His solicitor
stated that between March and October 1913 the deficit amounted
to £1311, and he passed the Magistrates a confidential paper giving
subsequent figures.30 The· Bedminster Hippodrome was reopened
in February, by whom is not clear, but shut finally, with a
programme defiantly made up almost entirely of sketches and
playlets, on 23 May 1914. In February 1915 it was announced that
Stoll intended to acquire the building, and he reopened it as a
picture house, with a particularly fine cinema organ, on 12 April
1915.
Interestingly, the local demand for some live entertainment was
such that in August 1918 Stoll introduced Concert Party perform
ances between the principal films; these continued till the end of
1921, and for another eight years single turns replaced the Concert
Parties. These turns included, among hundreds of forgotten
names, baritone Raymond Newell, the popular panto dame Monty
Biggs, and a youthful 'Two Ton' Tessie O'Shea. But a cinema,
essentially, the Stoll Hippodrome remained until irreparably blit
zed in World War II. Put up for sale in August 1949, the site is
currently occupied by a carpet shop.
30 Bristol Times & Mirror, 9.12.1913.
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The Triangle Hall in Clifton, failing to obtain a cinema licence,
hosted concert parties (advertised as 'Refined Vaudeville Enter
tainments') during May 1913, but did not repeat the experiment.
Thus when World War I broke out, the only music hall remaining
to challenge the Bristol Hippodrome was the Empire.
Wartime exigencies necessarily affected the halls, as they did the
theatres, both economically and artistically. Reduced prices were
offered to servicemen in uniform. More and more male artistes
were called up: managements felt bound to stress that those
remaining were either medically unfit initially or had been subse
quently discharged - 'Boys who have done their bit.' Sketches
reflected (or distorted) army life, or satirised the enemy; within six
weeks of the outbreak of war Hayden Coffin appeared at the
Empire in a 'Military Musical Spectacular Revue,' Nobby VC;
another six weeks later Milton Coutts staged a sketch, The
German Spy. A patriotic number was de rigueur for all singers;
even a musical comedy artist like Dorothy Grey sang 'with
fervour' an item called 'Save! Save! Save!' To keep up flagging
spirits on the fourth anniversary of the war, the Empire advertised
THE MESSAGE OF THE PRIME MINISTER TO THE
NATION WILL BE OPENED AND READ FROM THE
STAGE OF THIS HOUSE TO-NIGHT. COME AND
HEAR! FIGHT IT OUT TO VICTORY! 31
The greatest wartime threat to the halls, however, came in
March 1918 with the possibility of a 9.30 pm curfew to save fuel
and light in places of entertainment and restaurants. Both For
tescue Harrison at the Hippodrome and Sid Macaire at the Empire
expressed the fear that its imposition would 'kill the two-house
system. m Fortunately some flexibility seems to have been
allowed, but starting times had to be advanced to 6.20 and 8.30 at
the Hippodrome, 6.30 and 8.40 at the Empire. In November the
dreadful flu epidemic led to 'Dora' (Defence of the Realm Act)
regulations placing houses of amusement out of bounds to ser
vicemen and children, thus adding to the effect on audience
numbers.
Well before the beginning of the war the Empire management
had realised that the bigger music hall stars were likely to be
31 Bristol Times & Mirror (advert.), 5.8.1918.
32 ibid, 19.3.1918.
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An artist's
impression of the
Empire Palace of
Varieties, Old
Market Street,
originally printed
in The Magpie,
13 May 1893

creamed off by Stoll, and with the rejection of their application for
a dramatic licence, they would have to exploit some alternative
attractions. Sometimes these took the form of novelty turns; in
February 1913 the Imperial Troupe of Trick Cyclists mounted 'a
supposed Cup tie between Bristol Rovers and ,Everton', termi
nated as soon as Bristol Rovers had got ahead (which, the Times &
Mirror reported dryly, 'shows that the artistes are wise as well as
clever'). It was unfortunate that the Rovers team were dressed in
the red jerseys of their local rivals, Bristol City, which went down
very badly with Rovers supporters in the audience.
The main innovation, however, was 'revue' - the chief nominal
difference between this and 'variety' being that there should be
some vestigial plot or theme linking the whole. All the artists
travelled as a production unit, just as theatrical troupes did, thus
eliminating the individual contracts which made up most music
hall and variety bills. Singers, dancers and comedians were most in
demand, to the detriment of opportunities for the speciality acts
such as strong men, acrobats, trick cyclists or conjurors. On the
credit side, scenery and costumes became appreciably more elab
orate, and this became a major attraction.
Harry Day was by now an impresario in his own right, whose
holding company included that owning the Empire, and it was his
revues which Sid Macaire, now in his second spell as resident
manager, chiefly booked.The first, Hullo Ragtime, was staged in
January 1914; Come Inside was featured in October. At Christmas
1914 Day premiered Passing Events in Bristol, with his wife Kitty
Colyer in the lead.
Nothing has been spared in thought or expense in dressing the
production, and the result ... was an entertainment refined,
witty, humorous, and indeed attractive in every way .. . In
effectiveness of stage craft, in colouring, in dresses, and in
musical numbers there is a profusion which cannot, and
indeed did not, fail to appeal to the audience at the first
performance.33
There were three scenes: a mayor's garden party, a circus, and an
Eastern hotel, into which a miscellany of dancing, singing, clown
ing and burlesque was happily spatchcocked. During 1915 no

The Empire, Old Market Street. Pen and ink drawing by F.G.
Lewis, Bristol Times and Mirror, 21.1.1905
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Western Daily Press, 28.12.1914.
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fewer than nine of Day's revues were staged at the Empire, and a
Christmas premiere became a recognized high spot.
Harry Day was not, of course, the only provider of revues:
Edward Lauri's Hallo Everybody (with Randolph Sutton, 'Bristol's
light comedian') visited several times; even Fred Karno varied his
farcical offerings with a revue, £.s.d. (Syd Walker as the comic
lead). The vast majority of these entertainments were welcome
escapism; if the war intruded, it was largely as a matter for
comedy. Consequently 'the mixture as before' was equally accept
able in the depressed peace which followed the Armistice.
Probably the most famous of all these earlier revues was Archie
Pitt's Mr Tower of London, whose first showing in Bristol was at
the Empire on 7 July 1919. Its mixture of songs and sketches,
which verged on musical comedy, gave Gracie Fields her oppor
tunity, and it was so popular as to be booked repeatedly both at
the Empire and the Hippodrome.
The variety bills which still interspersed the revues at the
Empire could not, of course, compare with the standard and range
maintained by Stoll, even though there were occasional good
months. In February 1921, for example, successive weeks' bills
were topped by Naughton and Gold, Marie Lloyd, and Elsie
Carlisle, but only two months later the attraction was the conjur
ing illusion of sawing a woman in half, rather alarmingly adver
tised as
A sensation suitable for all the family to see. You may
bring your own saw and conduct the operation at any per
formance.
Ladies volunteering to be 'victims' were offered £5 per show. 34
A reduction in price to 6d (2½p) in the Balcony with a maximum
of ls. 10d (9p) in the Stalls was tried in September 1921; this was
followed by insistent demands, backed by popular petitions and
strong propaganda by Harry Day himself, for a dramatic licence,
which was finally achieved in February 1922.
There followed one of the mosl bizarre periods of the Empire's
history, in which an audience conditioned to ragtime and specta
cle, and largely second-string music hall acts, was treated almost
indiscriminately to dramas, farces, Grand Guignol, musical
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comedy, and, least likely of all, grand opera. A revival of Mr
Tower of London in August 1922 was immediately succeeded by a
week of the H.B. Phillips Opera Company (an offshoot of the Carl
Rosa), and then on 2 October, there was an operatic version of
The Merchant of Venice with music by Adrian Beecham, son of Sir
Thomas. This had been premiered only a fortnight previously in
Brighton, so was something of a musical sensation; but after a
successful first night it was clear that the opera-going public did not
regard the Empire as an acceptable venue.
There was in any case a plethora of Grand Opera in Bristol that
summer, with the Carl Rosa at the Prince's Theatre for a week in
May; the H.B. Phillips Company at the Empire for a fortnight
from 21 August, and the British National Opera Company spend
ing two financially disastrous weeks at the Colston Hall almost
immediately afterwards, besides Beecham's work at the beginning
of October.
A seven-week run of Babes in the Wood at Christmas 1923
probably did something to fill the exchequer, but rather strangely
there was no subsequent pantomime till 1928 - strangely, because
pantomime was regarded by most managements as their surest
money-spinner. Instead, the Empire went back almost completely
to revue, with an occasional film (Griffiths' Intolerance was shown
in June 1924), though Stella Patrick Campbell and Phyllis Neilson
Terry were among players willing to try their luck more than once
with touring productions of drama in Old Market Street. Indeed,
some very worthwhile plays could be seen at the Empire, from
Wilde's Lady Windermere's Fan to Clemence Dane's Bill of
Divorcement, and even the occasional musical comedy was
booked; but it was still the Harry Day revues in particular to which
people looked forward, especially the 'one word title' series Spangles, Crystals, Ideas, Events, and so on. Douglas Byng
established himself in these revues, for several of which Vivian
Ellis wrote the music.
Not every show was so well received; there were some very
tepid press reviews, and an Army revue, Good Old Sergeant, in
July 1925, was heavily criticised for innuendo. Sometimes the
publicity promised more - or less - than was performed. The
Wolves, advertised as 'a play of strong passions and thrilling
interest,' was supposed to shock its audiences, but only did so,
according to the Bristol Times & Mirror, 35 by virtue of its language

'which is frequently that of the gutter'; it was concerned at the
drama's downward slide in this respect. The critic also pointed out,
rather acidly, that when the heroine was stripped of her fur coat,

35 Bristol Times & Mirror, 21.1.1928.

36 Bristol Evening News, 17.8.1926.
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which was supposed to be frozen on to her, she was decked in
light summer attire, with a nearly-new pair of light brown
leather shoes, plus pencilled eyebrows and carmined lips, with
hair that suggested it may not always have been that colour.
So far as theatrical performances were concerned, of course,
there was much-increased opposition, not only from the Prince's
Theatre (the main touring venue in Bristol), but from the reper
tory company established in December 1923 at the Little Theatre
(adapted from the Lesser Colston Hall), while from 1925 the new
owner of the Theatre Royal, Douglas Millar, was also trying to
establish good drama.
Some competition also existed during the summers of 1922 to
1926 in the shape of concert parties at The Glen, a barn-like hall
set in a former quarry on the Downs. One of the best shows,
Reflections, included the well-known musical comedy baritone
Harry Claff, and a versatile company offering singing, dancing and
sketches,36 but the audiences were limited, and in 1927 The Glen
was turned into an ice rink.
Several cinemas, too, prior to the introduction of 'talkies'
maintained some live entertainment, being granted singing and
dancing licences. Besides the Stoll Hippodrome, the King's
Cinema in Old Market Street (near neighbour of the Empire)
staged a number of quite elaborate scenas in 1925 and 1926, the
well-known Bristol actor/producer Hedley Goodall supplying
spoken prologues on several occasions. The revamped 'New
Palace' cinema followed suit with interval singers or comedians
(including Claude Dampier) from June 1928 to the end of May
1929; the Regent in Castle Street, awarded a variety licence in
June 1928, put on some remarkable quality shows including Teddy
Brown, the outsize xylophonist; De Groot, a classical violinist;
and the dancer Lydia Kyasht.
But all these ceased once the 'talkies' came in; after September
1929 they are found no more. The two remaining halls battled
against an overwhelming tide of new cinemas with their novelties
of sound and technique. The Hippodrome followed the lead of the
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Empire in obtaining a dramatic licence early in 1930, but the
writing was on the wall.
First to succumb was, not surprisingly, the Empire. Harry Day
had entered politics as a Labour MP in 1924, and though still
producing his revues was less interested in the management of
provincial theatres. In the spring of 1931 he leased the Empire to
the ABC chain, which turned it into a 'Super Cinema' with
continuous performances from 1 pm to 10.45 pm.
The Hippodrome had occasionally made use of its dramatic
licence, mainly to stage musical comedies, although in September
1931 it housed the Carl Rosa Opera Company for two weeks. But
a year later it was announced that the Hippodrome, too, was to
become a cinema, and George Higgs, currently at the Bedminster
house, was moved in as manager. There was considerable feeling
about Stall's decision, but the hard economics which lay behind it
at a time of acute depression were appreciated. 10 October 1932
saw the last week of variety, with highly emotional scenes on the
Saturday night.37
This left Bristol with no genuine music hall. The Theatre Royal
had, as far back as 1870, sometimes provided a venue for Victorian
stars like A.G. Vance ('Jolly Dogs'), 'Jingo' MacDermott, and
Arthur Lloyd ('Not for Joseph'); and from 1929 onwards, seasons
of twice-nightly melodrama had alternated with revue (and, of
course, pantomime). From 1932 onwards, outside the pantomime
season, revue took over completely.
There were other attempts to fill the gap, principally organised
by Charles Lockier: several weeks of variety at, of all places, the
Victoria Rooms early in 1933; 'Big Band' Concerts wit,h support
ing turns at the Colston Hall froin 1934 onwards; and even summer
variety seasons at the Prince's Theatre from 1935 to 1938. This last
was a somewhat desperate measure: the Prince's, despite its
prestige, was finding it increasingly difficult to secure an adequate
number of touring companies, and losses had averaged nearly
£1000 over each of the past three years. F.G. Tricks, Chairman of
Prince's Theatre Ltd., hoped that profits from variety might
subsidise the 'legitimate stage productions.'38 Many of the Prince's
bills were top class, blending new radio favourites like Elsie and
Doris Waters with veterans of music hall such as Wee Georgie
Wood.

Towards the end of the thirties, however, the cinemas began to
suffer difficulties analogous to those of the theatre: simply not
enough films of decent quality to supply the ever-increasing
number of picture houses which rose to 30 by the end of 1937. At
the beginning of February 1938 Stoll announced his intention to
revert to live shows at the Hippodrome; in May of the same year
rumours of a similar kind began to circulate about the Empire, and
FJB Theatres (the F.J. Butterworth chain) were said to be
negotiating for the remainder of the ABC's lease at the·beginning
of August, just after the Hippodrome reopened on . the Bank
Holiday Monday with a variety bill headed by Renee Houston and
Harry Welchman.
The staple entertainment at the Hippodrome outside the panto
mime season continued to be music hall, varied with occasional
farce and revue, until the destruction of the Prince's Theatre in
November 1940 gradually diverted it to include musical comedy
and occasional drama (for which its size and acoustics did not
really, at that time, fit it).
The death of Harry Day on 17 September 1939 may well have
encouraged Day's Variety Agency to hasten the transfer of the
Empire's lease. An even greater encouragement was probably the
fact that Bristol Entertainments Ltd (the offshoot of Day's which
controlled not only .the Empire, Bristol, but the Bedford, Camden
Town) was just about to go into liquidation.39
Nevertheless, Harry Goodson, the managing director, spent
some £5,000 on reseating the auditorium and building a new stage,
and the Empire reopened with variety on Boxing Day 1939.
Despite the difficulties of wartime, and the pull of the Hippo
drome the Empire attracted some good acts: G.H. Elliott, Hetty
King and Bransby Wil.liams in variety, Sid Field in revue. But it
was early found necessary to reduce weeknight prices to a range of
3d (just over lp) in the Gallery to ls. 6d (7½p) for the Fauteuils and
Grand Circle.
The hampering effects of the blackout, the absence of public
transport after 9 pm, and the air attacks on Bristol, combined to
make the Empire's first two years of reopening decidedly erratic.
It closed, for unspecified reasons, from mid-July to mid-October
1940, reopening with a Don Ross revue whose title, Don't Blush,
Girls, was a portent of many future attractions; two weeks later

37 See, e.g., Bristol Evening World, 10, 13 & 19.9. and 17.10.1932.
38 Bristol Evening Post, 4 & 9.3.1935.

39 Bristol Evening Post, 23.11.1939, 6.2.1940.
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Soir de Paris offered 'Living French postcards.' A touch of French
was always deemed necessary to indicate sophistication: other
titles included Eve sur Parade and even Eve connait ses Pommes.
'Jane of the Daily Mirror' and Phyllis Dixey reappeared regularly;
so, as solo artist and in revues (including one entitled Bearskins
and Blushes), did Hylda Baker. To combat blackout and travel
restrictions, the evening show ran continuously from 5.45 to 7.45,
'BUT! YOU CAN COME AND GO WHEN YOU LIKE.'40
A further closure at the end of November 1940 was almost
certainly a reaction to the blitz which annihilated the Prince's
Theatre and the Stoll (Bedminster) Hippodrome, and caused
severe damage and traffic dislocation all over central Bristol. On
reopening on 3 February 1941 the Empire offered two complete
programmes without interval, from 2.30 onwards, which could,
like cinema programmes, be 'sampled' at the customer's conve
nience. Air attacks also caused delays to the arrival of artists and
their costumes, props and decor; the Empire orchestra (now
breaking with tradition by including women) filled in as best it
could. Once the programme had to be cancelled completely.41
The best, if not the only, sure moneymaker was qow the
pantomime, with Randolph Sutton starring in the 1941, 1942 and
1943 productions and (as at the Theatre Royal) drawing audiences
which hardly set foot in those theatres for the rest of the year.
Butterworth also, like the Hippodrome management, tried to
profit from the destruction of the Prince's by engaging a greater
range of attractions: circus, musical comedy, the Anglo-Polish
Ballet, and even the D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, whose choice
of The Mikado ran into some strongly-expressed anti-Japanese
criticism.42 The strong drama of O'Neill's Desire Under the Elms
was even less appreciated; critic John Bennett commented:
It was a marvel to me that the performance carried on when
starkly dramatic situations met with whoops of laughter and a
seemingly non-stop giggling.43
Tod Slaughter in Sweeny Tod and Maria Marten proved more to
the Empire audiences' taste.
40
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Bristol Evening Post (advert.), 28.10.1940.
Western Daily Press (advert.), 22.4.1941.
Bristol Evening Post, 30.3., 16 & 17.4.1942.
Bristol Evening World, 24.3.1942.
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But the sheer variety of the offerings was an indication of
uncertain prosperity; the Empire was actually put up for sale
(unsuccessfully) at the beginning of August 1945, and Butterworth
went back to revues, though he also let his theatre to amateur
societies such as the Bristol Musical Comedy , Club and the
Amateur Operatic Society, and even attempted a twice-nightly
repertory season with the Harry Hanson Players in the autumn of
1947.
This proved no more successful, and Butterworth was on the
verge of applying for a licence to turn the Empire into a dance hall
when the Hippodrome was put out of action by a serious backstage
fire on 16 February 1948. The Empire took over a number of
variety and drama bookings, but once the Hippodrome reopened
for the 1948/9 pantomime, it was back to revue and the occasional
strong drama- Tobacco Road (billed as 'The play that shocked the
News of the World') and, more surprisingly, Sartre's Respectable
Prostitute and Men without Shadows, which had been seen at the
Theatre Royal in July 1947.
The Empire itself suffered by fire on 2 February 1951; devoted
work by staff, supplemented by the company of Syd Seymour's
Mad Hatters, restricted the closure to one night, but the Gallery
was completely put out of action, and the redecorated red plush
and gilt 'New Empire' of August 1951 remained without a Gallery.
The cheapest seat (in the Upper Circle) was now 2s. (lOp).44
Not only was there a consequent reduction in seat income, but
television was making an impact on audiences parallel to that
made by the cinema twenty years earlier. Moreover the Empire
site was known to be marked for eventual absorption into a road
widening scheme. These factors, combined with the post-war
shortage of labour and materials, led to steady degradation of the
building, particularly backstage. Fewer and fewer first-rate shows
were booked, though Hetty King and Wee Georgie Wood brought
in good houses early in July 1952, and were followed later that
month by Issy Bonn (the last of the 'Hebrew comedians') and
Harry Tate junior. 'Old Mother Riley' (Arthur Lucan) was Dame
in that year's pantomime, and the first televised music hall
programme was beamed from the Empire on 27 June 1953.
This gave rise to the increasing rumours of a takeover by the
BBC for studio use. At the beginning of December 1953, a

44 Bristol Evening Post, 2 & 3.2.1951.
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spokesman for FJB Theatres cautiously admitted that 'if another
theatre group or individual made us the right kind of offer, I
daresay Mr Butterworth would be prepared to do business. '45
Most seriously affected by the rumours were the local operatic
and musical comedy groups, for whom the Empire had provided
the only suitable venue, and John Heming, an amateur producer,
made efforts to see whether there was enough support for them to
be able to take over the theatre, despite its condition; 46 but the
certainty of its demolition in the near future caused the idea to be
abandoned. 47 Meanwhile the management provided a novel pan
tomime, Mother Goose on Ice, which Butterworth apparently
believed 'to be one of the best ways of meeting the TV chal
lenge. '48
At the beginning of July 1954 it was announced that the City
Corporation was to purchase the building and site for £34,500, and
lease it to the BBC as a television studio for a minimum of seven
years at a rental of £2,000 a year. 49 The Empire closed as a live
theatre on 21 August 1954; the BBC shut down its studio there on
9 October 1962, and the fittings were auctioned off the following
September. Shortly afterwards the last of Bristol's 'Lost Empires'
disappeared in favour of the Old Market/Temple Way underpass.
The Hippodrome continued to stage occasional variety bills,
especially in the summer months, until well into the Sixties;
Mecca, which had leased the hall in The Glen, toyed with variety
shows on non-dance nights in the Seventies. But music hall as it
once had existed was rapidly dying under the successive onslaughts
of cinema, radio and television. The dubious nostalgia which
inspires many 'Olde Tyme Music Hall' shows of to-day only too
often produces programmes restricted to chorus songs and
comedy, vapid in performance and sometimes incorrect as to
period; pale imitations of the colourful past.
It is perhaps better to recreate Bristol's Lost Empires in one's
imagination.
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Bristol Evening Post, 1.12.1953.
ibid, 2, 12 & 17.12.1953.
ibid, 23.3.1954.
ibid, 12.12.1953.
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Press of 23 August.
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